
MORNING ASSEMBL

A school assembly is a gathering of all or part of a school for any variety of purposes, such as special programs or
communicating information on a daily or.

Why are we here as a community? Morning Assembly "Each morning we are born again, What we do today is
what matters the most.. They provide a foundation of understanding for the community, in which students can
better understand the "big picture" of their learning and school life. We convey a lot of information including
assigning duties to the monitors and prefects and also utilize the assembly to talk about topics such as
cleanliness and good manners which need to be reinforced everyday. They just go right up to the gym and sit
with their class. A: Basically, we do a really slow start so kids begin coming to the gym, starting at a. This is
who we are. A friendly and professional tone will put the audience at ease and encourage them to take the
announcement seriously: 'I know everyone is excited to hear our student band this afternoon. Q: Do you have
any advice for a principal who might be interested in starting a morning assembly at their school? This past
April the kids, with help from parent volunteers, made this big poster for me for our spring gala. We also sing
the school anthem every Monday. Not just doing it one day but continuing to come back to it. I also want to
get our students ready for our school day, mentally and physically, and give them strategies to succeed. That
was really where I was. I wanted the assembly to be more than that. I want to ground us in who we are as a
community. Every morning, she starts the day with a ten-minute school-wide live assembly. By assembling
students and teachers in one space before the start of the school day, morning assembly is a powerful way to
instill discipline and also to set a joyful and focused tone for the day. What a difference that made! Why are
we doing this? A: At most schools the principal gets on the PA and says what the lunch is for the day,
announces the birthdays, and says have a great day. I say it every single day. I thought that in two months, I
could cut it to three days a week and then two days a week. The students start to feel it does matter. I want to
give the classroom teachers that twenty minutes to get ready for the day. To help them, we practiced all the
expected behaviors with each grade level. Why do you keep it going? It really fits who we want to be as a
community. It is a commitment. It is in this forum that the expectations for behavior and character are
emphasized. Q: Do you have some basic routines you cover each day?


